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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

9. Bee  

 

Attribute: The card of busyness 

 

General Meaning: Vocation, industrious, busyness, flighty, anxious 

 

Soul Goal: To learn to be still within the current moment and identify 

your own goals  

 

 

 

The Bee is well-known as an industrious and busy character, always on the go, flitting from one flower 

to the next and back to the hive. The Bee works as part of a collective and is a dedicated team 

member. Subservient and disciplined, the Bee has learned how to fit into the masses and does not 

question his service to the Queen Bee. 

The Bee’s approach to life is often one that we all adopt - working in repetition, trying to fit in and 

sacrificing our own needs for the good of someone else, feeling like a slave to a rhythm that someone 

else is playing, instead of dancing to the beat of our own drum. Stepping out of line can attract negative 

attention and there can be much fear surrounding the idea of going it alone.  

The way a worker Bee will try and please the Queen, living by someone else’s rule can generate much 

anxiousness and an ongoing concern regarding whether we measure up. There’s often a need to seek 

out acceptance as a way of checking that we meet someone else’s approval. Gained acceptance 

provides a moment of relief, but this is usually fleeting. The Bee is on a constant mission with a sole 

focus on getting the job done. Its lifespan is only 4 to 5 months and within this short timeframe, it 

knows it has no time to waste and it certainly has no time to stop and enjoy being in the moment.  

Advice 

If the Bee card darts into your reading, you’re being asked to consider whether you have goals and 

dreams of your own, sitting in reserve at the bottom of your priority list. Do you feel as though you’re 

constantly treading water, momentarily dipping under the surface before struggling to catch another 

breath? Are you always running to catch up? The Bee card is asking you to review the set of 

parameters that you’ve been living by. Perhaps you’ve been feeling overwhelmed because you’re 

trying to keep up in a race that isn’t yours to run. Or perhaps as the bee flits from one flower to the 

next, you have been darting from obligation to obligation, but with the absence of any real purpose. 

If so, STOP and give yourself permission to breathe. Let go of trying to work at extracting the pollen 

from life’s beautiful blossom and instead, learn to stop, smell the roses and simply enjoy being in the 

moment. It’s okay to be busy, but don’t forget to hit the pause button and give yourself permission to 

recharge when you need to. 


